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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY  !
 “Our Future Is Living In The Past” - Time Travel Society Motto  !
The past has collided with the future... today. An adventurous group of men 
and women discovered the ability to travel through time. Calling themselves 
the Time Travel Society (TTS), they set out to discover better ways of living. 
As they ventured back and forth thru their time portal, they realized that the 
past was better than the future. The Roman Empire in 264 B.C. seemed more 
livable than the flourishing Moon Colony in the year 2109.  
  
It’s one thing to want to live in the past. It’s another to take the future back 
with you. !
Traveling back and forth thru the time portal caused the lines that separated 
our past and future to blur. Soon, the great Roman chariot races featured 
hover cars and hot rods. Survivors of the Titanic were rescued by Norwegian 
Vikings. Dinosaurs fought off extinction from aliens, rather than asteroids. 
Eventually, the past found it’s way into the future.   !
The TTS had made time traveling one warped experience, and they’re inviting 
everyone to see why living in the past is the way of the future.  !
Travel across time and see the comedic chaos that occurs when the future 
and the past mix. After boarding their Time Pods, guests will travel through 
the time portal and spin their way thru space and time. These trackless 
vehicles whip and zoom around, giving each journey a unique perspective of 
the silly scenes they’ll find inside TIME WARPED.  !
A state-of-the-art dark ride with an innovative ride system, TIME WARPED 
gives guests a look at our past and future in one mixed-up attraction. This fun 
fling is an all-ages experience that’s sure to get a laugh out of every rider. 
Visit the Time Travel Society and explore an exciting and warped world.  !



ATTRACTION NARRATIVE WALKTHROUGH !
EXTERIOR QUEUE !
From the moment you see the Gothic, two-story brownstone house, you can 
tell things are out-of-sorts. You don’t see many homes affixed with a giant 
counter-clockwise running clock face. The huge satellite dish on the roof is yet 
another curious accessory. Still, the oddest thing that catches your eye is the 
bronze plaque that reads ‘Time Traveler’s Society’. Above the entryway, a 
modestly hung “OPEN HOUSE” banner gently waves in the wind. Our curiosity 
peaked, we make our way inside the home... !
ENTRYWAY - INTERIOR QUEUE !
Stepping inside, we’re immediately surrounded by arched ceilings and 
polished wood. The decor, however, doesn’t match the Victorian feel. The 
room is draped in a mishmash of artifacts from different eras. An impressive 
marble statue of Zeus wears a metallic jet pack.  A mummy, fresh from his 
sarcophagus, sports a familiar gold lame suit. It’s apparent that the TTS 
doesn’t take itself too seriously. After admiring some of the other treasures, 
we wander into the... !
HALL OF TRAVELERS !
A grand corridor lined with large framed photographs. After closer inspection, 
we realize these aren’t ordinary pictures. We see a cute couple at what looks 
to be like the construction of the Eiffel Tower. In other, a huge cruise ship sails 
with the Mayflower en route to the shores of Plymouth. Another is a snapshot 
of the Chicago Cubs celebrating a World Series win in 1909... thanks to the 
help of Ernie Banks? This grand corridor serves as a “greatest hits” of the 
most high-profile Time Travelers Society adventures. We want to look at all of 
them, but another room draws us in... !!!!!!



TIMELINE ROOM !
The dining room of the brownstone has been turned into a makeshift mission 
control. All sorts of desktops, laptops and other computer devices are 
plugged into a large flat screen. The large screen displays several video feeds 
from different points in time, clearly marked by the year. The scenes give us a    
clear sense of the chaos the Time Travel Society has created. We see a 
modern SWAT team chasing down 1940‘s gangsters. An old black and white 
marionette TV show appears to be more like a crazy Japanese game show. It’s 
a weird scene, but we spot something even more unbelievable in the ... !
BASEMENT - BOARDING STATION !
The pulsating glow of the open time portal brightens up the dark and dingy 
basement. The portal appears to be held open inside a huge cone- shaped 
metal cylinder. Futuristic, yet familiar music is heard over the loudspeakers, as 
is a safety warning. Having watched numerous groups of four board Time 
Pods, its finally our turn.  !
As a TTS Volunteer assists us into our Time Pod, we notice that our transport 
is built out of parts from across the ages. The seats are ripped from a Model-T. 
The base is a Roman chariot. The wheels resemble something off the Mars 
Rover. Hastily installed in the front of our Time Pod is a DIGITAL DISPLAY, 
which indicates the current year. This device will give us an idea of when (and 
where) we are once we venture inside the... !
TIME PORTAL  !
Our heartbeat quickens as we approach the time portal. The Display on the 
Time Pod awakens, splashing a 10-second count down onto the screen. A 
WWWWWWRRRL starts to hum as our Time Pod starts spinning and 
bouncing. As we roll into the time portal, we’re washed with streaks of blue 
and purple light. The countdown lowers... 4..... 3... smoke fills our view.  
2 ... 1.. . INITIATE. A blast of light and a WHHHHHSK sound... followed by an 
odd KER-THUNK. The WRRRL begins to subside as our Time Pod slows down. 
As the smoke lifts, we catch the Display readout of 416 BC.  !!



!
SCENE ONE - Chariot Race !
We’re whisked into a Roman coliseum. Our ears pick up the RUMBLING of 
horses and a FUTURISTIC ENGINE HUM. It’ s a chariot race of the ages, and 
we’re in the middle of it.  A chariot tromps by us. A hover car tries to keep 
pace. We bounce around, avoiding hitting the participants, as well as other 
Time Pods. VRRROM... we avoid slamming into a Corvette, which is in hot 
pursuit of a Model T. As if sensing the danger we’re in, the Time Pod kicks into 
gear. The display flashes a quick countdown. WOOOSH. A few turns, and a 
bright flash of light lands us somewhere else. There’s still smoke, but it has a 
heavenly feel to it...  !
SCENE TWO - Flying City !
We’re not immersed in smoke, but clouds. Our Time Pod feels lighter, as if 
we’re hovering. As we look around, we see huge, futuristic skyscrapers, and all 
kinds of flying or hovering objects. The display readout of 2224 confirms our 
suspicions... it’s a flying city. As we fly around, a pterodactyl soars around us. 
A passing UFO comes in for a close encounter of its own. We watch the Spirit 
of St. Louis proudly pass, causing us to nearly collide with a Stealth Bomber. 
The Wright Brothers give us a wave, as do the passengers of a passing Pan 
Am flight. Another countdown kicks in, sending us to another time and place... !
SCENE THREE - Titanic  !
The display reads 1912. We push through low-level myst, rather, sail through it. 
Our heart goes into a flutter as we come across the word’s most well known 
ship --- the Titanic.  While it appears that there’s no avoiding the iceberg, 
there’s no shortage of lifeboats this time around. We move towards a Viking 
ship, which hastily rescues passengers. Off in another area, a sleek, futuristic 
sailing yacht pitches in. Navy Seals rappel down from Black Hawks, helping to 
airlift women and children. On a lighter note, some people patiently awaiting 
rescue are entertained by a steel-drum band from a passing cruise liner.  The 
next countdown lands us in a... !!!



!
SCENE FOUR - Castle !
Our display introduces to the year 1520, where we’ve found our way inside a 
breathtaking castle. Under majestic chandeliers is a banquet table, fit for 
guests from across time. As eclectic as the guest list is, our Time Pods have 
attracted the most attention. Napoleon Bonaparte awkwardly examines us, 
while two Hippies deem us “Far out mannn”. A Caveman swings his club at us, 
causing a Futuristic Astronaut Solider to miss us with his laser gun. The 
mighty Julius Cesar commands two Disco Dancers to seize us, while an Indian 
Chief halts the King and Queen’s soldiers from trapping us. It’s time to move 
to another time.... !
SCENE FIVE - 1964 World’s Fair !
We move from medieval to futuristic, circa 1964. It’s not hard to mistake 
where we are, as the large silver globe stands as the icon of the 1964 World’s 
Fair. Rotating around the Unisphere, we marvel at this showcase of inventions 
- past and future. People in jet packs soar overhead, careful not to run into a 
Zeppelin. The Space Shuttle has just been unveiled, as has another important 
device - the printing press. The Facebook Pavilion invites us to see the 
wonders of the “The World Wide Web”, while Tesla shows off the 
revolutionary electronic jumbo jet. Everywhere we move is another display of 
innovation. Leaping forward in time again, we arrive at.... !
SCENE SIX - Futuristic Farming !
WHHHOSHH... we’re surrounded by cornstalks. It’s not what we’d expected, 
seeings as the display reads 2116. But, futuristic farm equipment, like a large 
hydro-dome and harvesting hovercraft, puts us in the right frame of mind. 
Across the endless cornfield, we see that crop dusters and horse and plow  
are still reliable. The most unique element is a robotic scarecrow. When a few 
pesky birds get too close, the scarecrow’s red-eyes flash, and two lasers pop 
up from the robot’s back, scaring curious crows. Our Time Pod breezes 
through a huge sprinkler, dousing us with water, which sends us spinning 
away from an old and oncoming tractor. Having narrowly avoided a crash, we 
shift from the future to the past... !



!!
SCENE SEVEN - Dinosaurs Vs. Aliens !
Between the flowing red lava, steaming volcanoes and mysterious plants, it’s 
not hard to guess when we are. Yet, the sight of huge dinosaurs still manages 
to take our breath away... as do the aliens attacking them. We’ve entered a 
scene of cosmic and cretaceous chaos as invaders swarm the gigantic 
reptiles. T-Rex swats UFOs out of the air, while stegosaurus whips Grey Alien 
tail. A pterodactyl swoops over our heads, on the attack against a large, 
tentacle-bearing alien. Lasers fly over our heads, blowing apart rocks and 
singeing trees. Everywhere is a ferocious dino vs. aliens war.  !
PAH SHOOM. A stray laser pierces our Time Pod. Smoke starts to surround us. 
An alarm SWOONS and a WARNING VOICE echoes what we see on the 
display:  !
“Warning. System Malfunction. Attempting return to present time. Initiate.”  !
The Time Pod starts spinning as lights flash and flicker around us. The smoke 
from our laser hit seems to engulf us. The land of the dinosaurs slowly fades 
into a.... !
SCENE EIGHT - Time Warp  !
WHHHOSHH... We’re swept up into a time warp... a windy, electric funnel 
where time literally passes by us. The years on the display spin like the  
reels of a slot machine. Things like antique cars, refrigerators and tube TVs 
whiz over our heads. Occasionally, we’re immersed in images of different 
eras .... the Moon Colony... Roman Empire... 1930’s New York City. Popular 
music from across the ages pumps into our ears .... Beethoven’s 5th .... The 
Rolling Stones .... Duke Ellington ... U2 ... The Back To The Future Theme... 
Cotton Eye Joe ... Where are we? When are we? The constant spinning only 
adds to the confusion.... Nervous that this will never end, we’re relieved at  
suddenly hitting the jackpot... !
The display flashes the year we left from. “Present time achieved” booms the 
on-board computer.  At that moment, the time mix seems to melt away. The 



familiar streaks of blue and purple light return. There’s a light at the end of our 
time tunnel, as we BUMP and THUMP back into the.... !
BASEMENT - UNLOADING STATION  !
Our twirling Time Pod winds down as we emerge from the time portal and 
back into the TSS’s basement.  As we roll back into line with the other Time 
Pods, we notice that we’re traveling past racks of souvenirs and items from 
other time periods. Chandeliers... jukeboxes and such. An old slide projector 
and screen has been set up, flashing images of mixed up TTS adventures. One 
of the slides catches our attention, because... IT’S US. Somehow, our Time Pod 
was photographed during our journey, and we became part of these slides. 
Finally, our journey ends as our Time Pod comes to a stop, and a friendly Time 
Travel Society guide helps us disembark. We head towards the ‘EXIT’ sign, 
and wander inside the heart of the TSS’s operation... !
GIFT SHOP  !
What better way to remember your experience thru time, than by taking a 
piece of it home with you. The TTS Shop is full of unique items that span 
different decades. There are lava lamps, Rubik’s Cubes, swords and shields,  
pirate gold coins, Pet Rocks, Garbage Pail Kids cards, along with futuristic 
drinking glasses, head ware and such. The selection of official Time Travel 
Society merchandise is quite impressive, as is the ability to purchase the 
photo that was taken of you during your journey. The sign reading “Your 
Purchases Fund Future Adventures” is an ironic gesture to the fully 
entrepreneurial efforts of the TSS.  !!


